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My plan for this article is to be a rolling list of direct recommendations on AFOQT research materials. Leave a comment, I'll update this post accordingly. Here are my other AFOQT posts (including this one). Official AFOQT page. Using this, test. book AFOQT Study Guide 2017-2018: Air Force AFOQT test preparation and practice test
questions for the officer qualification exam This is a great resource for AFOQT! December 2018 Tribium makes a great research guide.December 2018 Tribium Research Guide helped tons. Also, be sure to spend your time on your own. I didn't and I was in a hurry through the whole test. October 2018 took AFOQT just yesterday and
helped Baron. But get Tribum and you'll thank me later. October 2018 - This will learn to do slow things for tips and tricks to skip steps, but time is your own. When we got to Part 2, Proctor literally laughed as we read out the time we had. That's not a joke. If your proctor gives you a time hack (usually 5 minutes in the long section, 30
seconds in the short section - 1 minute) fill all the bubbles. I started working back in about a minute and I felt I wasn't in a hurry because something was already embedded. October 2018 Mine is the 2nd Edition Barons. Also, I second to Tribium's comment. If you want diversity to question, there is an OAR tribium that is very similar. I take
both tests and they mirror pretty well. October 2018 I am studying now. I am using the Tribium Research Guide and it is very useful. In July 2018, most people use this research guide and Peterson's research guide. I personally used this and it helped tremendously. In addition to explaining how to run all categories, we will do two
complete practice tests with test tips. July 2018 This is the book I mainly used. I took AFOQT yesterday and it was much easier than the book example. They say I'll send you a free DVD that I was looking forward to, but it hasn't arrived yet. We recommend that × 34 tables in the actual 34-minute table and do not use the tables in this
manual. December 2017 I did mine a few years ago but this has a good review on Amazon.2017 Tribium. Very closely mimics the test in the math part. It really helped me achieve the extra edge. I knocked off rust in the Barons and then passed through tribium very slowly to clear the tricky spot. Good November 2017, there were some
errors in the practice test solution, but I mainly studied that book and did well. September 2017 it's really good, so if you're trying to get the perfect score, I recommend using two of them for the instrument baron'sjudgment and aviation things. Then just use the GRE book for oral and math and you should be good. The table must be done
by yourself. September 2017 this and Baron were really helpful, I would say they're some top two I've passed. In September 2017, I just had a test two weeks ago. This handed me the best resources I had, especially in terms similar to the tests in the math section. I've also used Baron and Peterson's. I can't really recommend it very much
enough. In September 2017, Baron's military flight suitability test thought the Barons' mock test was a fairly accurate depiction of the actual test. December 2018 Baron and Tribium's book is probably the most accurate guide to study from what I say. December 2018 took AFOQT just yesterday and helped Baron. But get Tribum and you'll
thank me later. October 2018 Barons is the master of all AFOQT studies. December 2017 Barons is great except that reading the table is like a real test. Find an example of a real table reading from the Air Force site and skip reading the baron's table. March 2017 is a great resource to learn the basics of aviation, and we've done some
practice tests to try out. October 2016 AFOQT Secret Research Guide: AFOQT Test Review for Air Force Officer Qualification Exam I used the AFOQT secret I purchased on Amazon .com. It's a really good book that's not full of unnecessary information. In December 2017, I used AFOQT Secrets. December 2017 AFOQT Learning Guide:
AFOQT exam test preparation and practice test questions I found this to be pretty useful, also check out the online practice tests. There is a free PDF that you can get and it really helped me get a feel for the timing of the section. March 2018 I'll do this second. I actually used the same book and had some same questions in my real exam.
March 2018, that's what I used. It really helped my word score, but I think the math problems weren't that diverse. But again, I just suck at math. Haha.2016 October Yes, the word part was the key. I ended up getting 96 in that section - I definitely due to the research guide. October 2016 Yes, the word part was the key. I ended up getting
96 in that section - I definitely due to the research guide. The lowest score in October 2016 was 84, the highest was 96. I ran through all the practice questions several times and brushed up albeas. October 2016 also has a baron, but it is very thorough. And it obviously explains both mock tests. October 2016 Master the Officer Candidate
Test AFOQT Learning Guide 2018: Air Force Officer Qualification Exam Preparation Book &amp; Mock Test Questions: Time for each section, what is allowed to be used during the test, each refresherAs for the practice test, it really helped me. December 2018 I got this AFOQT study guide and it helped a little to understand how each
section worked, but the math part was too easy. I actually threw them, but it really hurt me in the actual test lol.December 2018 I used this and kicked the ass of that test! 8-2019: Air Force Officer Qualification Exam GRE Preparation Plus Afoqt Preparation and Research Book for 2018: Practice Test + Proven Strategy + Online + Video +
Mobile (Kaplan Test Preparation) GRE General Test 5 pound Official Guide. GRE Practice Issues Book (Manhattan Pre-GRE Strategy Guide) I ordered the official GRE book, Peterson's Master Officer Candidate Test 9th Edition, Baron's Military Flight Aptitude Test, Nelnetsoulions.com and Photo Books. I used as many resources as
possible! It was all right with the test. December 2018 Baron's SOT Vocabulary Flashcard: 500 Flashcards will help me achieve a high score using this for the oral part..December 2018 Nelnetsoulions.com Sign up for the following website and you can actually take an online test to turn yourself around and score percentages. I think you
can only take one section once. In addition, the actual AFOQT seems to be scoring difficult. I got almost all in my mid-50s and won 80+ on everything except 2 in the actual test. July 2018 If no one is taking it, this is your first step. Take this test without the time limit and the help to measure where you are and feel how fast the test will go. If
you go to a cold turkey, you'll be shocked at how fast you need to move. In this way, you can see how it is and see where you are weak. The questions are obviously not the same and the difficulty level is different, so try to learn a little more about the different sections. Do your best! We are working hard to provide the best information on
the July 2018 related AFOQT, but there is no better way to do this by providing an AFOQT learning guide. A well-written AFOQT research guide will help you study more effectively and efficiently. This is very important when you take the AFOQT exam due to time requirements. Remember that this test is not about testing complex
questions, it's just about testing your ability to think on the spot, not the intended wording, and ultimately complete the test. So the only way to gain experience is to get an AFOQT test preparation guide. But if you look, there are many different AFOQT learning guides and flight test research guides on the market. So which one is worth?
Time and money? Hopefully this will save you time and money. We'll start by comparing side by side: now, if you want more information about each, I have a fully detailed review of each of our top 3 AFOQT research guides ranked from highest to worst. #1. Complete AFOQT Research Guide 2020-2021 Complete AFOQT Research Guide
2020-2021 is a bunch favorite. As the name suggests, it's the most complete AFOQT guide you'll find today. It covers only Air Force-specific topics, rather than trying to cover all tests from all branches of the service. This means that you can get what you need for AFOQT. This AFOQT research guide has multiple sections covering all
aspects of the test. I especially recommend taking the instrument and block count section very seriously. These sections are only found in AFOQT and this book will prepare you well for both. And for those looking for the Kindle version, you're lucky! All AFOQT Research Guide 2020-2021 can be found here. #2.AFOQT Research Guide:
AFOQT Preparation and Research Book AFOQT Research Guide: AFOQT Preparation and Research Books are as professional as they come. This research guide, prepared for the Moon Point Test, comes with more than 300 practical questions about AFOQT. Despite the number of questions, this book enters the second place for two
reasons: lack of explanation: there are several subjects that you are instructed to go to read another book without just giving you a proper explanation. It's not as perfect as I really want. Answer keys and printing errors: There are several typos in this manual. And it can be confusing, especially in the math section. If you're looking for a
huge bank of practice questions .. This is a phenomenal choice. But if you want to do something with more explanation. Go with our no.1. AFOQT Study Guide: AFOQT Preparation and Research Book can be found here. #3.AFOQT Learning Guide 2020-2021: AFOQT Exam Preparation and Practice Questions I want to make AFOQT
Learning Guide 2020-2021: AFOQT exam preparation and practice questions want to make a higher recommendation, but at the current price, it's not worth it. This research guide actually has some pretty nice information to explain better than our number two picks. However, this AFOQT research guide does not have the amount of test
preparation questions like our second choice. So this is by no means a bad choice, but it's not necessarily the best in one area. AFOQT Study Guide 2020-2021: Questions on preparation and practice for the AFOQT exam can be found here. Below is an AFOQT research guide that is absolutely not worth your money and you shouldn't
waste your time.Do not cover the material well or go until you make a blatant mistake. Therefore, to save time, headaches and money, here is a list of AFOQT research guides that should be avoided at absolutely all costs. Again, don't waste your time or money on the above two books. Get the AFOQT Research Guide Now! This is very
important for tests like AFOQT, which is better than 85% of people who take the test if they want to be a pilot. The only way to gain a competitive advantage is to gain experience and know what to expect. So get your AFOQT research guide now and start preparing more effectively and efficiently. Efficient.
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